
Creating a Simple 
Sound Map 

• A pre-production planning document. 
• Documents the process of spotting for 
sounds. 
• Can be simple or complex. There may be 
separate spotting sheets for ambience, 
sound effects like object or action sounds, 
Foley, dialog replacement, and music. 
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Objects
•  Doors, tools, vehicle passing on the 

road, groups of people, animals
Actions

•  (If no Foley as in the narrated example) 
footfalls, setting something down, 
falling, scrambling, jumping, running, 
breathing

Foley 
•  (Follows character on screen) footfalls, 

clothing rustles, squeaky shoes, setting 
something down 
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Environment
•  Daytime in city, in the country, 

nighttime, open area outdoors, 
inside room or hall, at party. 

Or another time in history. 
•  Details such as traffic, rustling 

leaves, people chatting, nocturnal 
wild animals, etc.
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Descriptive Clues to Emotion
•  Happy, sad, surprised, fearful, guilt, 

comfort, security, amusement, relief, 
suspense building, strong, in shock, 
excited, dawning comprehension, 
jealous, insecure, etc.

•  Music is often the best communicator.
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Transitions 
•  Scene changes to new location or time 

–  Introduce with environmental sounds 
– Music often accompanies/helps define 

•  Emotion changes  
– Example: from safe to insecure 
– Example: tension is building 
– Music is very effective. 

•  Plot takes a turn – dramatic transition 
– Key event happens. Key idea occurs. 
– Here is where fortunes begin to change. 5 

General Advice 

•  Never overpower the narration with sound, 
especially with key words. Understated sounds 
are better. 

•  Add a little space before the narrator begins or 
after s/he ends. 
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Sound Map

Objects 
Actions 
Environment 
Emotions 
Transitions

Descriptive 
Adjective Time Sound Ideas Music Ideas

Introduction 
Set The Scene

working 
energy -4 music only

regular optimistic steady homey - 
environment banjo or brass?

Environment 
Work Camp

working 
energy 0

Grunts clanks machinery 
- horses hooves

Music regular optimistic steady 
homey

Emotions mighty vital 0 straining laughing clanks
Environment 
Men working

victorious 
army 6 marching feet fife and drums - civil war

Environment 
Railroad build steel driving 9 clanks railroad sounds

Emotions strongest 13
grunts breathing hard 
hammer sounds

back to first music regular 
optimistic steady homey

Objects energetic 20 big steel spikes steady marching beat

Objects faithful 25
background words 
"there you go" "that's it"

Object giving up 29 sigh
Emotional 
Music + 

a little 
ominous 35 steam engine add a low tone ominously pulsing

Emotional 
Music + objects excitement 42 men excitedly talking move pulsing music up a half step

Objects
big and 
strong 50 add clanking hammers

Object
excited 
onlookers 55 howling and cheering move music up a whole step

Object
excited 
onlookers 1:02 cheering 

music slows resolves - calm and 
major chord - C & 3rd & 5th

Object
excited 
onlookers 1:11 another big cheer

Transition
something 
wrong 1:16

music stops pulsing on minor 
chord- flatted 3rd

Emotion Music transition 1:20
body hitting ground or 
John Henry's last sigh music drops 1/2 step - still minor

Object shock 1:20 crowd gasping

Object sad 1:23 hammers hit ground only two notes - 2nd
Emotion + 
Objects grief 1:25 men murmer only two notes - flatted 2nd
Emotion + 
Objects lost forever 1:30 men's murmers fade out only one low note held
Emotional 
Music somber 1:35 three slow notes G E# C

John Henry Story 
Example Sound Map 
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